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Cake Decorating With The Kids
2012-07-04

cake decorating with the kids get messy in the kitchen with 30 gorgeous easy to follow
contemporary cake decorating projects to make at home with the kids children of all ages will love
to get involved and take charge of spreading the fillings and toppings rolling out fondant icing
cutting shapes and making sugar decorations to help create delicious sweet treats from cupcakes
and cookies to cake pops whoopie pies and tiered party cake ideas cake decorating is a fun exciting
craft for children and each recipe includes tasks for younger and older kids the cake designs are
perfect for school events birthday cakes for children parties or simply rainy day fun in the kitchen
but as they are so professional looking they are would also suitable for adult parties as well
includes essential safety information for working with children in the kitchen as well as storage
transportation and presentation advice perfect for children s parties you will also find yummy cake
recipes and all the basic cake decorating techniques you need to know to create the projects comes
with lay flat binding to keep the book open when your hands are covered in flour

All-in-One Guide to Cake Decorating
2019-04-01

this comprehensive and accessible guide to cake decorating teaches all of the techniques and tricks
that aspiring sugarcrafters need to create stunning and impressive cakes everyone will think these
amazing cakes came from the best bakery in town first steps in cake decorating reveals dozens of
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expert cake decorating ideas that are simple to achieve yet look stunning all the most popular
methods of icing and decoration are covered including buttercream sugarpaste chocolate marzipan
and flower paste detailed easy to follow instructions explain the basics of preparing and using
different types of icing illustrated with step by step color photographs there is a delicious array of
fantastic cakes here to suit adults and children alike beginners will pick up the basics fast and even
experienced cake decorators will find inspirational new ideas about all in one guide to cake
decorating a complete structured course in the beautiful art of cake decorating from first steps to
expert skills teaches techniques that can be used to decorate all kinds of cake from a novelty
birthday cake to a memorable wedding cake over 300 instructional step by step color photographs
show how to decorate more than 50 finished cakes clearly written straightforward text covers every
aspect of sugarcrafting skill includes covering cakes filling and layering icings chocolate sugarpaste
marzipan piping flower paste and quick and easy decoration ideas a must have for anyone with the
slightest interest in cake decorating publishers weekly

Professional Cake Decorating
2012-01-24

the comprehensive guide to amazing cake decoration now fully updated professional cake
decorating is a must have resource for professional and aspiring cake artists baking and pastry
students and cake decorating hobbyists drawing on years of experience from master cake designer
and iacp award nominee toba garrett this second edition has been completely revamped with
gorgeous new photography and a fresh new design the new skills have been re organized into a
user friendly step by step format and line art and photos throughout the book provide a visual
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reference for each new technique the book begins with an introductory chapter on all the
fundamentals of the cake designer s art from covering a cake board to assembling and icing a
layered cake to stacking cake tiers with pillars or columns subsequent chapters cover decorating
techniques including basic intermediate and advanced piping skills the art of writing and painting
royal icing design skills hand modeling skills pastillage construction gumpaste flowers and much
more a chapter on miniature cakes and decorated cookies includes techniques for making petit
fours and other small treats while the cake and confectionery gallery provides inspiration for
decorators with nearly 20 full page photos of breathtaking cakes and information on the techniques
needed to complete each one garrett also includes recipes for cakes fillings icings cookies and more
as well as an appendix of templates to help decorators replicate the designs shown in the book

Step-by-step Cake Decorating with Cherylshuen
2013-12-01

bake and decorate your dream cake in the comfort of your home with tips and tricks from
cherylshuen an established boutique bakery dedicated to serving the best and most beautiful sweet
treats featuring elegant designs fancy sculptures and adorable figurines every page leads to a
sugar coated treat for any occasion from birthday celebrations for young and old to engagement
parties and christmas get togethers discover how the professionals combine flavour and flair to
create stunning cakes in this essential guide that includes fully illustrated step by step instructions
and techniques that are achievable even if you are a novice decorating projects to apply these
various skills from shaping flower decorations moulding figurines and animals to piping and
painting designs techniques for cake decorating fundamentals like assembling tiered cakes and
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sculpting cakes into various shapes tried and tested recipes for delicious cakes rich buttercreams
chocolatey ganache smooth fondant and colourful flower paste kok pei shuen is the owner chef and
chief designer of cherylshuen a boutique bakery dedicated to serving the best and most beautiful
personalised cakes and sweet treats her passion for cake decorating was ignited while searching
for the perfect wedding cake for her big day which she eventually created on her own after several
attempts and countless nights of research it was during this time that she decided to embark on a
career in cake decorating this led her to become one of the most highly sought after cake designers
in singapore her work has been featured on singapore radio and tv as well as in magazines such as
singapore tatler weddings wedding travel style weddings and female brides an established and
skilful baker pei shuen is always willing to share tips and techniques for making beautiful great
tasting cakes she also conducts courses on cake decorating where she inspires students to create
his or her own dream cake

Cake Decorating
2016-11-01

cake decorating shows you how to build pipe model and airbrush birthday cakes wedding cakes and
more so you can create an edible masterpiece for any occasion photographic step by step tutorials
showcase more than 70 techniques and 18 showstopping cake projects complete with
complementary cupcake and mini cake designs plus idea spreads adapt basic techniques to inspire
hundreds of additional piping stenciling painting and carving variations the complete introduction
to cake decorating equipment ensures you have everything you need and the selection of basic cake
recipes and instructions for making buttercream fondant and more icings guide you from the start
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whether you are a beginner or an accomplished baking artist cake decorating will help you find
inspiration and perfect your technique previously published as step by step cake decorating

Cake Decorating - Making Your Own Cake Decorations
2013-11-11

learn how to make your own professional looking cake decorations you will learn all about edible
flowers there are many flowers and leaves that are edible different ways of using real flowers on a
cake recipe for candied flowers how to use the edible candy flowers on a cake fresh flowers on a
cake using fruit as cake decorations candied fruit types of fruit that can be candied or frosted
candied orange peel candied cherries and pineapples candied ginger candied grapefruit candied
figs candied watermelon peel chocolate dipped fruit fruit frosted fruit frosted grapes frosted
cranberries decorating with nuts and much much more create you own unique cakes and
decorations for those special occasions

The Contemporary Buttercream Bible
2014-04-25

an absolute game changer in the industry of cake art hugely aspirational yet completely
approachable bravo chef duff goldman from ace of cakes this essential guide demonstrates more
than fifty innovative techniques via easy to follow step by step photographic tutorials and includes
over forty stunning cake designs to create at home from simple cupcakes to three tiered wonders
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valeri and christina start by showing you how to perfect a basic buttercream recipe and how to pipe
simple textures patterns and an array of flowers they then demonstrate how to create a myriad of
creative effects using diverse techniques such as stamping stenciling palette knife painting and
much more i look forward to learning all the skills that i as an artist in rolled fondant have only the
most rudimentary grasp of not since cakewalk by margaret braun have i been this excited about a
cake book chef duff goldman from ace of cakes the authors examples are inspirational and a
demonstration of what is possible if you put your whole heart into it overall valeriano and ong have
created a book full of inspiration and encouragement that re energizes the use of buttercream in
modern cake design sonya hong of american cake decorating fascinating techniques lovely ideas
lindy smith author of the contemporary cake decorating bible

Decorating and Icing 100 Cakes
2012

a guide to cake decorating that provides information on basic techniques recipes and styles offers
recipes and includes instructions for more than one hundred projects

The Complete Book of Cake Decorating with Sugarpaste
1990

create wedding shower holiday and festive kids cakes easy at home instruction for making and
decorating fabulous cakes want to make beautiful cakes this fun instructive guide gives you simple
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techniques for creating cakes for all celebrations you get expert advice in all the basics from baking
to icing to decorating with style you ll also find delicious foolproof recipes great ideas for themed
cakes and savvy tips for starting a cake decorating business discover how to find ingredients and
supplies make a cake from scratch use frostings and fillings cut and serve a cake troubleshoot cake
catastrophes master creative techniques

Cake Decorating For Dummies
2011-04-27

learn the basics of decorating cakes with this super simple guide for beginners decorating your own
cakes is both fun and easy with cake maven autumn carpenter at your side in the beginner s guide
to cake decorating adapted from her best selling first time cake decorating you ll learn everything
about the basic tools you will need hacks to make cake decorating easy and how to plan and design
your own cake style this book is the only basic primer you will need to get started other books on
cake decorating are often overwhelming offering unattainable expert level ideas and complicated
instructions but the beginner s guide to cake decorating sticks to the basics so you get the results
you want you will be able to decorate cakes for any occasion from baby showers to birthdays with
fuss free instructions and no fail results you will not only impress your friends and family but
yourself too this accessible easy to follow cake decorating reference features all the information
you need to get started the book includes essential equipment and tools recipes for cakes fillings
frostings icings and fondants introductory techniques and hacks and shortcuts to make everything
easier a variety of methods and styles choose from a wide range of techniques including piping
molding hand modeling stencils and more and styles from flowers to banners and ribbons to letters
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crystal clear instructions photographic step by step projects will help you learn the basics so you
can customize your own designs successfully the best place to start your cake customizing
exploration is this all in one beginner s guide from one of cake decorating s best teachers

The Beginner's Guide to Cake Decorating
2022-04-19

the essential reference from the internationally renowned cake designer known for her signature
sugar flowers and her glorious wedding cakes jacqueline butler has shared her tips and techniques
in this beautifully illustrated guide bakers at every level can find clear easy to follow directions to
create a distinctive contemporary look for their cakes covering single tier multi tier and premade
arrangements butler reveals her secrets for lilacs lavender dahlia freesia camellia and many other
floral creations plus advice on tools supplies and coloring

Modern Sugar Flowers
2017-04-08

would you love to learn cake decorating using a straightforward easy to follow practical method
then this is the book to start the author of this introduction is a genuine expert in the field despite
her young age book decorating is an art and like any other art it needs attachment care and
complete involvement your heart will bring beauty to your cakes and your mind will appreciate
proportions and respond harmoniously the minds of your guests will react in the same way too this
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is what this practical guide to cake decorating will teach you tips tricks and recipes fondantcream
cheese frostingdrip methodcookiesstencilspaper decorationscake levelingcake layering cakes and
cupcakes beach cakechocolate drip cakecat cupcakeflowerpot cupcakebeach cupcake the nice color
pictures that please your eyes with every page make the reading of this book a very enjoyable
experience grab your copy right now

Cake Decorating for Beginners
2013-10-01

hundreds of creative ideas for cakes cupcakes and cake pops make your cake the star of any
celebration as step by step cake decorating teaches you how to decorate cakes one step at a time
step by step instructions will help you to master the techniques of piping stencilling and painting in
no time you ll be making spectacular sweet creations decorating possibilities are endless with
flawless fondant royal icing and fluffy buttercream and key ingredients are explained so that your
icing tastes as good as it looks a guide to cake decorating equipment ensures that you have
everything you need expert cake decorators show you simple ways to create everything from
elegant flowers to a cake pop pirate with a selection of 70 top step by step sequences from the print
book 20 unique projects let you show off your skills from bespoke birthday cupcakes to beautiful
butterfly cupcakes ideal for summer entertaining perfect for the enthusiastic decorator step by step
cake decorating will inspire creative ideas for cakes cupcakes and cake pops for every occasion
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Step-by-Step Cake Decorating
2012-02-01

cake decorating has never been more fun or easier the complete photo guide to cake decorating
has all the instruction you need to create beautiful cakes for any occasion this clearly organized
resource for all levels is like having a cake decorating workshop in a book discover useful tips for
embellishing with buttercream royal icing fondant gum paste and more the easy to follow
instructions and 1 000 plus photos include techniques for piping string work creating and shaping a
variety of flowers molding chocolate and adding patterns with stencils learn every facet of baking
and embellishing with clear photos on almost every page let cake pro autumn carpenter show you
how to create striking florals borders and accents with silicone molds hand modeling pastry tips
cookie cutters and more take your skills up a notch and wrap a cake in chocolate make decorations
with isomalt and use gum paste for quilling try new techniques with confidence and get inspired by
a gallery of colorful ideas for holiday cakes birthday cakes children s cakes wedding cakes and
special occasion cakes this detailed book includes cake preparation and baking basics recipes for
fillings and icings ideas and instruction for decorating cupcakes piping techniques for making
lifelike and fantasy flowers eye catching borders distinctive lettering and more instructions for
creating appealing accents like beading ropes and lace using fondant and gum paste key decorating
tools and how to use them techniques for incorporating airbrushing edible frosting and chocolate
molding for one of a kind designswith this comprehensive guide you can get started today making
your own unique cakes the complete photo guide series includes all the instruction you need to
pursue your creative passion with hundreds of clear photos detailed step by step directions handy
tips and inspirational ideas it s easy and fun to try new projects and techniques and take your skills
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to the next level

The Complete Photo Guide to Cake Decorating
2016-12-01

cake decorating is a richly rewarding skill that anyone can master with a little help and this fact
packed volume answers all the basic questions that beginners frequently ask how do i level off a
domed cake what is the best way to cut a dowel how can i get a modeled figure to sit plus there s
detailed information on covering cakes with marzipan adding ribbons simple piping with royal icing
creating special effects with sugar paste and basic modeling and dessert lovers with special dietary
requirements will enjoy the gluten egg sugar and dairy free treats each chapter features color
photographs that provide step by step guidance so your cakes will turn out perfectly the first time
and every time

Cake Decorating Basics
2019-08-01

the ultimate compendium of cake decorating techniques for avid amateur bakers everywhere cake
decorating for beginners combines nuggets of advice and popular projects from books in the
modern cake decorator series you are taken through the whole process from the initial bake to
icing your cake with those final embellishments expert cake decorators christine flinn sandra
monger and stephanie weightman pool their knowledge to help you with stencilling using cutters
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piping and painting includes printable templates for the ebook edition

Cake Decorating for Beginners
2024-06-03

introduction this book is like our cake journey if you have read our first book the contemporary
buttercream bible you will remember our first ever buttercream encounter we piped a sunflower
using a ziploc bag as an improvised piping bag the results were not great but then we put clear
tape around the end of the bag and cut a v shape for an instant nozzle and a few moments after
queen of hearts couture cakes was founded from that first beautiful sunflower cupcake we instantly
became obsessed with piping we learned how to pipe two more flowers then five then eight and
now 100 our love of colour has made us treasure beautiful flowers as inspirations for planning our
cake designs a few years ago we started our flowers to do list as a prompt to try to learn how to
pipe as many flowers as we could but we never really thought that the day would come when we
would reach our target of 100 flowers and fulfil our ambition to put them in a book the flowers here
are all inspired by real flowers despite the fact that there are specific nozzles to use for so many
different effects there have still been some limitations in achieving anatomically correct flowers
this though does not affect the beauty of all the edible masterpieces in this book three years ago we
were scared to work on anything bigger than a cupcake because we thought a full sized cake would
be too complicated but as we practised we gained confidence and became brave enough to
decorate a small cake and now we re happy to tackle multi tiered cakes so we thought in this book
we would also start small by decorating cupcakes and by the end of it we hope that you too will find
yourselves decorating towering cakes we have also included five full sized cake projects in this
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book to show you how to apply your newly found piping skills on a bigger scale furthermore we
have showed how to pipe the flowers in clusters because this is a technique in itself to pipe a single
flower is easy but to group them can be challenging so we ve got this covered for you

Cake Decorating with buttercream flowers A complete step-
by-step guide to placing flowers on cake icing and taking
the art of cake decorating to new heights.
2012-08-31

get messy in the kitchen with these easy to follow cake decorating projects to make with the kids
choose from a haunted house cake scary spider cupcakes or spooky skull cupcakes or make a sweet
table of all three a sample chapter from cake decorating with the kids

Cake Decorating with the Kids: Halloween
2016-01-07

how to make stunning cakes for special occasions such as weddings christenings birthdays and
christmas step by step instructions for mastering the techniques of royal icing sugarpaste fondant
marzipan frostings glace icing and chocolate
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Cakes and Cake Decorating Step-By-Step
2016-04-27

simple instructions for gorgeous cakes whether you are a beginner or an experienced baker this
book is designed to provide you with all the baking and decorating techniques you ll need to
become a confident and creative cake cupcake and cookie maker with easy to follow recipes and
advice about essential tools experienced cake decorator giovanna torrico guides you through the
planning and preparation stages including baking and icing tips and how to layer and stack a cake
using stylish designs and handcrafted edible flowers and animals you can create personalised
masterpieces for all occasions step by step photography enables you to follow the decorating
techniques closely to achieve stunning results every time

Cake decorating step by step
2018-04-03

learning to make and decorate cakes that are as beautiful as they are delicious can be a challenge
but with the expert guidance of renowned confectionery artist autumn carpenter in first time cake
decorating your goal is within reach like having your very own cake decorating instructor at your
side first time cake decorating guides you expertly through the process from baking and prepping
your first cake through a range of decorating techniques from essential piping techniques for
creating borders writing and flowers to working with gum paste and fondant to make stunning
daisies roses lilies and more there s a first time for everything enjoy the journey and achieve
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success with first time cake decorating

First Time Cake Decorating
2012-03-26

a quick and easy guide to cake decoration by the bestselling author of creative Éclairs and finalist
from the great british bake off discover how even the busiest chef can whip up impressive
homemade treats in next to no time ruth clemens finalist on the first series of the great british bake
off shares her secrets in creating quick but gorgeous cakes bakes and biscuits choose from twenty
five beautiful fuss free projects to make in under an hour in an afternoon or over a weekend and be
amazed at what you can achieve the simple projects are split into three sections the evening whip
ups one hour projects are perfect when you have very little time and are easy to throw together one
evening after work the half day delights two hour projects are for when you have an afternoon to
spare finally the weekend wonders three to four hour projects are for when you ve got a bit more
time available in your schedule in addition ruth outlines all the equipment and ingredients you need
shows how to line a cake tin and gives her tried and tested recipes for fruit cake sponge cake and
chocolate cake as well as cupcake recipes cookie recipes and frosting recipes you will learn how to
decorate easily with royal icing buttercream marzipan sugar paste and ribbon as well as how to
color fondant to your desired shade how to stack cakes using dowels and some wonderful creative
embellishment techniques the busy girl s guide to cake decorating the perfect place to start your
foray into the world of cakes
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The Busy Girl's Guide to Cake Decorating
2015-04-20

create breathtakingly beautiful lace cakes with exquisite designs from the acclaimed cake artist
many fun tips and techniques american cake decorating magazine discover elegant and exquisite
lace cake designs for weddings and special occasions in a variety of colorways from designer zoe
clark innovative products such as sugarveil and cake lace are explored along with established
techniques including embossing applique piping and brushwork each main cake is presented
alongside a smaller spin off idea showing you how the effects can also be applied to cookies mini
cakes and fondant fancies to complement the theme tried and tested recipes informative step by
step photography practical instructions and helpful tips make this the definitive guide to lace cakes

Elegant Lace Cakes
2007

covers equipment recipes and techniques for decorating cakes and gives step by step instructions
for piping modeling creating special effects and covering cakes with sugarpaste

Cake Decorating Basics
2007-02
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a must have guide for any cake decorator with step by step photographs and extensive instructions

The Essential Guide to Cake Decorating
2013

a comprehensive introduction to sugarcraft detailing the most used tools and essentials and how to
decorate a variety of cakes with impressive results the book includes several base recipes for cakes
and cupcakes

500 Cake Decorating Motifs
2019-04-02

even those who have never baked and decorated a cake before will be able to make beautiful cakes
with the help of beginner s guide to cake decorating the first section of the book looks at the
equipment you will need and demonstrates the standard icing and cake recipes required to bake
and cover all kinds of cakes subsequent sections explain techniques for decorating with sugarpaste
royal icing marzipan and buttercream with detailed step by step instructions on equipment recipes
and techniques anyone can craft decorations like delicate sugar flowers and modeled figures
beginner s guide to cake decorating includes chapters on decorating with sugarpaste rolled fondant
decorating with royal icing decorating with buttercream and marzipan decorating with chocolate
decorating with sugar flowers modeling on cakes
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Beginner's Guide to Cake Decorating
2021

for some cake decorating is a hobby and for others it is a career the amateurs are those who find it
fun and gratifying to bake the cakes and then decorate them for their family and friend save money
by doing it themselves with expert training along with good decorating tips and ideas anyone can
master this art with this art form you will be able to stretch your imagination if you continue
building your skills you will experience the joy of making others happy with your expertise the art
of decorating cakes takes place when a man or woman has turned the kitchen into an art studio
when a cake is decorated in an artistic design it is pleasing to both the creator and the recipient
creating a cake does not have to be a stressful experience you just need to get creative don t be
afraid to try new ideas and techniques for the amateur it is the simple cake decorating tips which
are the best ways to help you get started decorating can be as simple as using a stencil and dusting
confectioner s sugar or cocoa powder on the top of a cake cakes can be iced with butter cream
royal fondant or cooked icing adding to the icing cakes can be topped with flowers spun sugar or
candy cakes can be created to look like a hot dog pizza or just about anything you have the
imagination to create if you want to be an amateur cake decorator you will need to learn the basics
and pick up as many of the tips you can there are many tips and ideas widely available you may
decide to continue making and decorating cakes as a pastime or you may decide to look into
making a career out of decorating and baking cakes the wilton schools have several students who
have a professional goal in mind wilton schools have classes designed for anyone who loves cake
decorating wilton classes are taught at several local retailers throughout the united states and
canada here are some of the wilton school tips and hints on icing a cake wilton schools prefer to
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use duncan hines cake mixes because the batter volume is the same every time you make it adding
a teaspoon or two of wilton meringue powder to the mix will make the cake rise higher when
preparing your pans use a 2 inch wide paintbrush to paint on the shortening if an area is still shiny
apply more shortening and dust with flour only fill your cake pans half full let your cake cool
completely rest in an airtight container for a day or even overnight before you ice it cut the
mounded portion of the cake off with a leveler or a serrated knife to make the cake level and fit
together easier turn the cake over and brush the cake with a wide paintbrush to remove the crumbs
use a lot of icing to ice the top of the cake never let your spatula touch the cake you will have
crumbs in your icing if you do if you are having a difficult time in icing the sides of the cake wilton
has a tip number 789 which is made just for icing the sides of the cake let the cake rest for 15
minutes after you have iced it then smooth out the cake by using parchment paper to do this place
the parchment paper on the cake and gently smooth out the icing if you have a cake mix which only
makes one layer then turn it into a torte slice the cake horizontally by adding a ring of icing from a
decorating bag through a tip you will be able to create a dam on the outside of the bottom half of
the cake for a filling use the pudding from a child s pudding cup and spread it inside the ring top
with the other half of the cake and ice as directed you will need to choose a source of instruction
the culinary schools are colleges and will give you a degree making you more marketable if you
choose to look for employment in this line of work however if you just want to be an expert there
are many types of schools and classes you can take to achieve this some of the courses can be taken
on location online or you can find web sites which will give you instruction by video or walking you
through it step by step a professional cake baker is a culinary expert who specializes in creating
cakes most of these cakes are made for special events and weddings there are a number of cake
bakers who have their own bakeries cake bakers do some cake baking whereas some pastry
professional only specialize in cake decorating
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Expert Cake Decorating made easy
2011

in one comprehensive volume this book contains everything you need to be able to create the cake
you ve always dreamed of with over 1 000 color photographs to guide you every imaginable cake
decorating technique is brought to life suitable for cooks with all levels of experience this cake
decorating bible belongs on every kitchen shelf

Cakes & Cake Decorating, Step by Step
1984

perfect the art of piping and discover techniques for turning a simple design into a stunning cake
many people shy away from even trying their hand at piping this chapter taken from the
contemporary cake decorating bible will help demystify the art and inspire you to perfect the
technique the basics are not difficult to master having the correct equipment and icing consistency
is key whether it s buttercream or royal icing then all you need is practice to become familiar with
the amounts of pressure required as you pipe lindy smith shows you how to pipe swirls peaks
daisies and roses with buttercream as well as dots hearts drop line work and brushwork
embroidery with royal icing
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Betty Crocker's Cake Decorating
2012-07-15

this title is crammed with information on the art and craft of using fondant in cake decorating ideas
include making vampire cakes for halloween a cupcake tower adorned with daisies gum paste
animals and ribbon embellished porcelain like flowers

The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible: Piping
2013

presents more than 25 decorated cakes for weddings christenings birthdays and holidays

Compendium of Cake Decorating Techniques
2006-09-29

super easy step by steps will guide you through cake decorating techniques like smoothing or
texturing frosting handling a pastry bag piping rosettes creating a drip effect hand lettering and
much more then put your skills to the test with 10 amazing cakes you d be proud to share with your
loved ones not to mention your social media feed back cover
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Professional Cake Decorating
1990

the comprehensive guide to amazing cake decoration now fully updated professional cake
decorating is a must have resource for professional and aspiring cake artists baking and pastry
students and cake decorating hobbyists drawing on years of experience from master cake designer
and iacp award nominee toba garrett this second edition has been completely revamped with
gorgeous new photography and a fresh new design the new skills have been re organized into a
user friendly step by step format and line art and photos throughout the book provide a visual
reference for each new technique the book begins with an introductory chapter on all the
fundamentals of the cake designer s art from covering a cake board to assembling and icing a
layered cake to stacking cake tiers with pillars or columns subsequent chapters cover decorating
techniques including basic intermediate and advanced piping skills the art of writing and painting
royal icing design skills hand modeling skills pastillage construction gumpaste flowers and much
more a chapter on miniature cakes and decorated cookies includes techniques for making petit
fours and other small treats while the cake and confectionery gallery provides inspiration for
decorators with nearly 20 full page photos of breathtaking cakes and information on the techniques
needed to complete each one garrett also includes recipes for cakes fillings icings cookies and more
as well as an appendix of templates to help decorators replicate the designs shown in the book
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101 Cake Decorating Ideas
1986

Finishing Touches
1983

Australia & New Zealand 101 Cake Decorating Ideas
1990

Flowers for Cake Decorating with Modelling Tools
2022-05-17

Cake Decorating for Beginners
2012-02-09
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Professional Cake Decorating
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